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1.0 Introduction 
In the last few decades, surgery has changed profoundly by the introduction of 
minimally invasive surgery (MIS, e.g. laparoscopy) (1). Procedures, such as 
cholecystectomies, that previously involved long skin incisions and a hospital stay of 7-
14 days, are now routinely performed as day-case procedures with only a few cm-sized 
skin incisions (2). Compared to open surgery, the patients undergoing a laparoscopic 
procedure experience less postoperative pain, fewer adhesions, more acceptable 
cosmetic result and a shorter time before they can resume previous daily activities 
(1,3,4). Laparoscopic surgery has also resulted in shorter period of hospital stays. As a 
consequence, the number of patients to be treated can be increased, hence reducing the 
cost per patient (4-6). Moreover, laparoscopy in children and elderly patients improves 
outcomes and results in fewer complications in comparison to open surgery (7,8). 
 
Additional development of advanced surgical equipment like mechanical stapler 
devices, the use of laser therapies and electrosurgical/ultrasound based dissecting tools, 
in combination with high definition video equipment, has provided the surgeons of 
today with tools that offer a higher quality of operative care and level of outcome than 
before. The recent development and subsequent implementation of robotic surgery has 
further increased the possibilities for complex surgery. Logically, whilst surgery is 
getting increasingly more advanced, surgeons face greater challenges, and the risk of 
medical errors is higher than before.  
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Initially, introduction of laparoscopic surgery resulted in a higher number of 
complications, thus shedding a bad light on the technique (9). Research and empirical 
knowledge over time attributed this to lack of sufficient training (realisation of a longer 
learning curve for laparoscopic surgery compared to open surgery). This led to the 
acknowledgement of necessity for specific training for laparoscopic skills (10,11).  
 
About one in ten patients experiences unintended injuries – adverse events –during 
his/her hospital stay. Adverse events lead to complications that can result in prolonged 
hospitalisation, disability or death caused by the actions of healthcare professionals 
rather than by effects of underlying medical condition of a patient (12). 50-70% of 
adverse events occur during surgical interventions (12). A recent national hospital 
safety campaign, initiated by the Norwegian health authorities, shows that 16% of 
hospitalised patients in Norway experience adverse events (13). Annually more patients 
are killed by hospital-related adverse events than breast cancer and AIDS combined 
(14,15). Systematic reviews estimate that 40-50% of such events are preventable 
(12,14). A number of individual or complex factors influence the outcome after surgery 
(16). However, over 40% of adverse events occur in the operating room (OR), 
indicating that surgical skills are one of the most important single factors (12).  
 
Improving patient safety has received great interest from the surgical community as 
well as health inspectorates, the media, patients and insurance companies worldwide 
(17-19). Improving patient safety entails improving quality of care for surgical patients. 
Although there will never be a time when surgery is devoid of risk, the quest for 
minimizing the risk as much as possible must continue. Securing adequate surgical 
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education and training is crucial. Herein lies the challenge for surgical programme 
directors to design evidence-based, time-efficient, cost-efficient and feasible training 
programmes that ensure sufficient surgical competence for surgeons in training today 
and for the future.  
 
By implementing simulators into the surgical curricula, program directors gain access to 
valuable tools for training and objectively assessing surgical skills beyond mere 
procedural volume and subjective evaluation by supervisors. The inspiration for 
commencing this thesis grew from my work on the internal review of outcome after 
curative rectal surgery, where I discovered the problems associated with defining what 
constitutes «a good surgeon» or «surgical proficiency».  
 
1.1 «See one, do one, teach one» 
A clear paradigm shift in surgical education was introduced in 1904 when William S. 
Halsted published his ground breaking paper «The training of the surgeon», describing 
his structured educational system (20). This is the first documented surgical training 
programme in modern medicine and was based on the slogan «See one, do one, teach 
one». This has since been the mantra of surgical education for many years. Until now, 
the OR has been the classroom, and the transfer of knowledge and skills in surgery has 
followed a master-apprenticeship model in a predominately hands-on manner. 
 
The educational path for becoming a sub-specialised surgeon in Norway typically takes 
8-9 years after internship (which lasts for 1,5 years after graduation). Specialisation is a 
combination of 5-6 years of general surgery followed by three years of sub-
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specialisation (21,22). When a candidate applies for board certification for his/her 
speciality or sub-speciality in Norway, there are three requirements that must be 
fulfilled:  
 
1. Time: The candidate must provide signed documentation of the duration and 
contents of each placement.  
2. Knowledge: The candidate must provide copy of all course diplomas from the 
list of compulsory courses required.  
3. Logbook: The candidate must document that he/she has performed 
(independently or as the main surgeon under supervision by a specialist) a 
minimal number of operations on a specified list of surgical procedures.  
 
Today, none of the requirements involve any objective assessment of the candidates’ 
skills during, or at completion of his/her specialisation in Norway. Only at the 
conclusion of a few of the compulsory courses, multiple-choice tests for knowledge are 
administered. There are no practical examinations administered to objectively assess the 
technical skills of the candidates during their specialisation. At present, no written or 
oral examinations of the candidates are administered at completion of the specialisation 
period before board certification is granted (23). The whole board certification process 
is thus based on an assumption that the necessary surgical training is acquired within the 
time requirements, and that the necessary theoretical knowledge is covered by the 
compulsory courses and by self-studies and organized tutoring within the 
department/hospital. This represents a time-based approach. A proficiency-based 
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approach for progression and certification, on the other hand, seems to be 
individualised, more efficient and thus a logical approach.  
 
Procedural numbers are used in many settings to define thresholds for granting 
privileges or accreditation status. They are often used as a predictor for level of quality 
or outcome, however, for this they will always just be surrogate measures. The 
relationship between hospital (or surgeon) caseload and outcome is not straightforward. 
In the case of rectal cancer surgery, where several studies indicate that high volume 
predicts better outcome (less postoperative morbidity, mortality and local recurrences), 
there are still significant variations in outcome (24-26). There can be many factors 
contributing to this, but surgical skills definitely plays a part, when degree of 
specialisation of surgeons vs. outcome shows a stronger correlation than high-volume 
surgeons vs. outcome (24,27).  
 
The time-based approach is a remainder from a time when surgeons worked more than 
120 hours per week, when the sheer time spent at the hospital, on call and in the 
operating theatre, provided sufficient operative caseload to produce adequately trained 
surgeons. Introduction of the European Work Time Directive (EWTD) has effectively 
reduced the number of hours a surgeon in training is spending in the OR (28). A post-
EWTD-study in Britain (29) demonstrated that the operative hours of a surgical trainee 
were cut in half over the last decade. A comparable trend can be observed in the USA 
(30-32), especially at the junior levels, but also for members of the surgical faculty 
leading to concerns with sufficient supervision (33). In Norway, this has had a lower 
impact, probably because of already existing strict work-time legislations. However, the 
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trend is evident in Norway as well; an average workweek for a general surgeon in 2000 
was 44.9, and in 2010 was 42.6 hours1.  
 
In addition to reduced time in the OR, other factors are threatening the possibility of 
surgeons-in-training achieving the level of competency required, to provide safe and 
high-quality surgical treatment, both for today and in the future. In healthcare now, 
there is a greater demand for increased «production» and decreased costs. This results in 
a trend towards a shift in focal point from providing high quality healthcare and 
education of surgeons towards economic goals like budgets and cost-per-patient (34). 
There is also an increased demand for administrative reports and documentation for 
legal purposes, and a reduction in support staff leaves the surgeons spending more time 
handling miscellaneous paperwork. All together, these factors are further reducing the 
surgeons’ hours in the OR and, thus, posing both an immediate and imminent threat to 
developing sufficient surgical competency.  
 
1.2 Short history of laparoscopic surgery  
Laparoscopy represents a relatively new approach in surgery. As many other medical 
discoveries, it is difficult to credit one individual for pioneering laparoscopy. However, 
in 1901 Georg Kelling (1866-1945) performed the first laparoscopic procedure using a 
cystoscope in a dog´s abdomen and in 1910 the swede Hans Christian Jacobaeus (1879-
1937) reported the first laparoscopic operation in humans (35,36).  
 
                                                
1 Personal communication: Anders Taraldset, The Norwegian Medical Association 
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The method gained very little enthusiasm given its supposed limited application and 
was for many decades used mainly for purposes of diagnosis and performance of simple 
procedures in gynaecology. Gynaecologists Hans-Joachim Lindemann (1920-2012) and 
Kurt Semm (1927-2003) from the Universitats Frauenklinik in Kiel, Germany, 
performed CO2 hysteroscopy during the mid-seventies. After the development of an 
automatic CO2-insufflator (1963), the thermo coagulation device (1973) and, finally, an 
electronic insufflator, the advent of the laparoscopic approach was firmly established. In 
1980, Dr. Semm performed the first laparoscopic appendectomy (37). Later on, he 
continued innovative research, developing instruments and extending his spectrum of 
laparoscopic procedures. He also showed a great interest in teaching his methods; in 
1985, he constructed the Pelvi-trainer (= laparo-trainer) – an inanimate surgical 
simulator whereby colleagues could practice laparoscopic techniques.  
 
The introduction of computer chip video camera in the late 1980s was a pivotal event in 
the field of laparoscopy. This innovation provided the means to project a magnified 
view of the operative field onto a monitor freeing both of the surgeon's hands and 
facilitating performance of complex laparoscopic procedures. In 1987, in Lyon, France, 
the first laparoscopic cholecystectomy was credited to dr. Philippe Mouret (1937-2008) 
(38). Prior to this, the surgical community had shown a great scepticism for the 
laparoscopic approach, but the method gained increasing acceptance and, within 5 
years, the laparoscopic cholecystectomy was considered the «best approach». The first 
World Congress on Surgical Endoscopy was held in Berlin in June 1988, assembling a 
group of approximately 500 international experts in surgical endoscopy.  
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Since then, developments in technology have brought new, previously inconceivable 
methods, tools and possibilities for the surgeons of today. The rate of these significant 
developments and the on-going technological innovations also generate a perpetual 
need for improving present and learning new skills. This paradigm-shift in disruptive 
technology needs to be followed by a consequent paradigm-shift in surgical education.   
 
1.3 Surgical simulation – a lesson from aviation 
Simulation technology in surgery was initially adopted from the aviation community 
where it has been utilized both to train individuals, like pilots, navigators and flight 
attendants, as well as full teams in «crew management training» (39). A number of 
serious airplane accidents in the seventies, and especially the plane crash on the island 
of Tenerife in 1977, killing 583 passengers, raised concerns about human performance 
and errors in advanced technologic environments (40). The specific accident involved 
two Boeing 747 aircrafts crashing whilst taxiing and taking-off on a foggy runway. The 
following investigation concluded that the cause was multi-factorial, but mainly caused 
by non-standard communication and misunderstandings between the air traffic 
controllers and pilots of the two airplanes – so-called «human errors».  
 
Aviation authorities worldwide made substantial changes to airline and aircraft 
regulations as a direct consequence of the Tenerife-accident (40). Cockpit procedures 
were consequently changed, safety and procedural checklists were introduced, 
hierarchical relations among the crewmembers were played down, and more emphasis 
was placed on team decision-making by mutual agreement. Crew Resource 
Management (CRM) became the name of the systematic approach that was initiated 
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(39). Considerable interest in this area resulted in a number of research projects, 
investment of both economic and scientific resources leading to the development of 
advanced simulators for use in the aviation industry. Today, a pilot can learn, practice 
and become skilled at all aspects of a flight, including how to deal with unexpected 
events, without even leaving the ground. Following the example from the aviation 
industry, other fields of expertise, where advanced technology, human interface and a 
non-tolerance for errors like nuclear plants and the Military, have embraced simulation 
technology and incorporated it into their training and certification procedures (39,40).  
 
Recently, the surgical community also has adopted another important safety effort from 
the aviation industry: checklists. The implementation of the 19-item surgical checklists, 
developed after the «Safe Surgery Save Lives» campaign initiated by the World Health 
Organisation (WHO) in 2008, demonstrated significant reduction in death rates and 
complications after non-cardiac surgery in adults (41). These checklists are now being 
used prior to all surgical procedures in an increasing number of Norwegian hospitals.  
 
Standard training and assessment requirements have been utilised for testing pilot 
aptitude within the aviation industry for many years. These requirements also institute 
the threshold for pilot progression from one grade to another, transfer from one aircraft 
type to the other, and continuous competence assurance (39). Selection of future pilots 
is based on a series of tests, designed to evaluate all of the potential pilot´s abilities 
assumed to be relevant for becoming a proficient and safe pilot. These tests involve 
assessment of intelligence, tests for spatial orientation, mental capacity (for processing 
and acting on multiple inputs) and mental agility (42,43). Combining the results of these 
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tests with a weighted appraisal of the applicant’s age, previous flying experience and 
internal motivation, a probability score is estimated and aids in prediction of success or 
failure in pilot training.  
 
In the late seventies and early eighties, reliable methods to assess and predict 
success/failure of candidates for surgical training were lacking. Developing assessment 
tools to aid in the selection of the «most promising», and thus time and cost-effective, 
surgical trainees and the pursuit for error reduction (44), became the major driving 
forces for the initial development of surgical simulators (45).   
 
1.4 Laparoscopic simulators 
The hunt for educational tools for training laparoscopic skills in a safe, reproducible and 
standardised way, led to the development of surgical simulators. The image-guided 
nature of laparoscopic surgery makes it suitable for simulation training. Today, after 
three decades of on-going development, numerous laparoscopic simulators are 
commercially available (46,47) and extensive work has been done to validate them in 
order to implement them into surgical training curricula (46,48-51) (validation of 
simulators is further described in section 1.9 Validation of surgical simulators). 
 
The concept of «surgical simulation» spans wide and includes everything from 
practicing sutures on small plastic patches to removing moles all the way to advanced, 
computerised laparoscopic or endovascular simulators that allow full procedural. A 
laparoscopic simulator may vary from a simple homemade setup consisting of a 
shoebox with an old, discarded laparoscope – to highly advanced, virtual reality (VR) 
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simulators with realistic haptic feedback, objective assessment and multimedia-
enhanced training modules (47). Currently, there are two categories of surgical 
laparoscopic simulators; box-trainers and computer based, VR-simulators. There are 
also emerging simulators combining the advantages of the VR-simulators and box-
trainers – so-called hybrid simulators, or augmented reality (AR) simulators (52,53). 
Each simulator has specific inherent properties, which provides the user with a different 
set of benefits and disadvantages. Laparoscopic simulators are used for training and 
assessment of both basic skills, advanced skills and procedural training. Advanced skills 
and procedural training is beyond the scope of this thesis, therefore, only simulators for 
training basic (psychomotor) laparoscopic skills are further described and discussed.  
 
Box-trainers, also called video-trainers, mechanical simulators, trainer boxes or 
inanimate trainers, are available in many different designs and provide a wide variation 
of tasks. Usually, they involve either the use of animal organs or inanimate objects 
being manipulated by real, commercially available laparoscopic instruments. By 
including real laparoscopic instruments and physical objects or animal tissue (organs) 
for the tasks, tactility is represented at the same level as in the OR. 
For imaging, these simulators typically use a spare laparoscopic camera, a web-cam or 
small video camera, producing an image on a monitor. Box-trainers are used for training 
basic laparoscopic skills, suturing skills and to some extent also procedural training (for 
example laparoscopic cholecystectomy on cadaver pig organs). 
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Figure 1 - FLS (Fundamentals of Laparoscopic Surgery) 
 
VR-based simulators usually are used to train basic laparoscopic skills (similar to the 
box-trainers), but also suturing skills, complex tasks and procedural tasks (46). 
Regarding the instruments, the handles are often realistically designed, but the distal 
(«intra-abdominal», functional) part of the instrument is only digitally presented on the 
screen. The simulator software usually contains realistic backdrop images and can 
render an array of instruments allowing instrument-changes during training. Dependent 
on its nature, the tasks can be presented in front of an abstract or realistic 
scene/backdrop. Given the digital representation only of the instruments’ tips, VR-
simulators lack the natural haptic feedback and, therefore, some of them try to recreate 
it with additional hardware. To provide realistic haptic sensation is, however, 
technically challenging and the available VR-simulators today are still deficient in 
emulating the natural feel of haptic feedback.  
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Figure 2 - MIST-VR is an example of a VR-simulator 
 
 
 
 
Assessment and feedback on performance are essential parts of a learning process. 
Where box-trainers usually offer no objective assessment other than time-to-
completion, VR-simulators typically offer objective assessment of multiple variables 
along with teaching and guiding resources (46). 
 
Hybrid simulators combine the physical aspects of a box-trainer with the ability to 
track instruments for assessment purposes (54). The result is a simulator that provides 
natural haptic feedback coupled with objective assessment tools. Hybrid simulators 
usually contain a multimedia learning module and real-time guidance, including also 
objective feedback to some degree. 
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Figure 3 – ProMIS® is a hybrid laparoscopic simulator 
 
 
 
 
 
Both VR-based simulators and box-trainers have shown to provide valuable training for 
basic laparoscopic skills (55-60). There is also growing evidence that training with 
laparoscopic simulators is efficient for developing skills that lead to improved 
performance in real operations (57,61,62). Bridges and Diamond published in 1999 a 
register-based study on the costs of training surgical residents in the OR (63). They 
included almost 15.000 procedures from 62 different procedure categories (open and 
laparoscopic approaches) performed by over 1000 general surgical residents. Although 
methodological issues can be raised, they recommend increased use of digital 
modalities and simulation technology for basic skills training outside the OR because of 
increased OR-time (and thus increased costs) when teaching/supervising during 
procedures (63). These calculations are optimistic, they were based exclusively on the 
extra time spent in the OR training junior surgeons, and did not even include the costs 
of possible complications and errors during training.  
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Training on simulators, outside the OR, can provide several advantages. The most 
important ones are:  
 
 Patient safety – basic surgical skills are acquired without any risk to patients.  
 Ethical considerations – possibility to minimize training on animals and 
patients. 
 Repeatability – practice of specific parts of an operation can be done any time, 
without the need to wait for a patient that requires that special procedure. Thus, 
it is possible to generate more effective volume training in a shorter amount of 
time. 
 Assessment – possibility to objectively assess skills of the candidates to assure 
pre-trained, qualified surgeons before entering the OR. The assessment will also 
act as an documentation of skills.   
 Self-training/availability – training can be done without formal supervision, 
and when the candidates have spare time during clinical hours. 
 
Currently, the ideal simulator or curriculum for training novice laparoscopic surgeons 
has not yet been established, and studies comparing box-trainers and VR-simulators 
show contradictory results (48,60,64-66). Hence, further research is needed before we 
know what the optimal application of simulators is and before «perfect» simulators are 
available on the market. The difference in purchase costs between a box-trainer 
($5.000) and a VR-simulator (starting at approximately $50.000 without haptic 
feedback) is in the tenfold-ratio and also raises important issues about cost-efficiency. 
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Several studies have demonstrated that both types of simulators provide acquisition and 
retention of skills when training for MIS, but no consensus is established on what 
specific training program is necessary for having a significant positive impact on 
surgical performance in the OR (67).  
 
1.5 Surgical competence and core laparoscopic competence 
All patients and next of kin want a competent surgeon when a procedure is necessary. 
However, measuring surgical competence is a difficult mission. Any discussion on 
competence must therefore start with a definition. This is however also an elusive task. 
New Webster’s Dictionary of the English Language (1981) reads: «competent adj. (Fr. 
competent, competer, to be sufficient; L. compete, to be suitable). Answering all 
requirements; suitable; fit; adequate; having legal capacity or power; rightfully or 
lawfully belonging. Competence; state of being competent; adequacy; sufficiency;… » 
(68). This definition takes competence beyond just abilities and skills, but includes also 
the legal aspects, as in «legally qualified to perform an act». Surgical competence is 
generally not defined as broad as this. The American Board of Medical Specialities 
(ABMS) and The Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) 
have defined a set of criteria that define competence in medicine, which includes six 
components (69):  
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 Knowledge  
 Patient care  
 Interpersonal and communication skills  
 Professionalism  
 Practice-based learning 
 Improvement and system-based practice 
 
Competence is multifactorial in nature, with knowledge, judgement, behaviour and 
technical abilities each playing a key role (70,71). However, what differentiate a 
competent surgeon from other competent non-surgeon specialists are the specific 
manual skills necessary to perform surgical procedures (72).  
 
A surgeon never works alone in the OR, and he/she cannot face per-operative 
complications or crisis-situations without a team of other healthcare providers. In 
surgery, as well as in aviation, competency exists simultaneously within the team and 
on an individual level. Both levels are equally important and contribute synergetic 
toward achieving the best possible «product» or outcome. The team competence is 
represented by the total cognitive knowledge, non-technical skills (including leadership, 
communication skills and decision-making) and psychomotor skills of all the team-
members combined. Individual competence is the knowledge, non-technical skills and 
psychometric skills represented by each team-member. Simulation technology is 
suitable to practice both levels of competence. However, training in teams requires a 
different setup and array of assessment methods and is therefore beyond the limitations 
of this thesis. 
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Although surgical competence is multimodal in nature, proficiency in the specific 
laparoscopic dexterity skills is crucial to obtain a successful result. The laparoscopic 
technique challenges the surgeon with a set of very specific psychometric tasks, 
combined with an altered visual input and tactile sensory feedback (73-75). The three-
dimensional operative field, known from open surgery, is displayed as a two-
dimensional image (often with image quality degradation) on a monitor and the lack of 
a binocular image reduce the depth-of-field information, creating an eye-hand 
coordination challenge. The tactile feedback is also altered, mainly by the fulcrum 
effect of the instruments passing through the abdominal wall, the elongated instruments, 
friction between the instruments and trocars and the reduced degrees-of-freedom 
(DOFs) from six to four (55,56,76,77). Laparoscopic surgery moreover favours 
surgeons with developed ambidextrous skills and a greater sense of spatial relationships 
(78). All of these hindrances are laparoscopy-specific and represent an increased 
technical challenge. The specific skills required also separate the training for 
laparoscopic operating technique from the way open surgery is taught. Laparoscopy is 
not as intuitive as open surgery and, therefore cannot, and should not be taught in the 
same way as techniques in open surgery. The image-guided nature of laparoscopic 
surgery leaves the trainee to observe all movements of the distal part of the instruments 
on a monitor, without simultaneously observe how the surgeon manipulates the 
instruments from the outside. This is different compared to how one can observe and 
learn an open procedure. Acquiring the specific abilities to overcome the psychometric 
and sensory challenges in laparoscopy is essential and is the main focus of laparoscopic 
basic skills training (74,79,80). Only when the basic skills are practiced to the extent 
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that the surgeon does not have to actively think and plan before every move, when the 
manipulations of the instruments are smooth, performed sub-conscious and reflex-like, 
can he/she focus on learning the individual steps of the procedure itself.  
 
1.6 Educational theory – a short introduction 
As mentioned, performing surgery requires a broad spectre of skills involving not just 
the technical skills, but also surgical knowledge, abilities to lead, abilities to work in a 
team and good decision-making skills (70). Learning surgical procedures involves 
teaching adult professionals new skills. The gold standard of surgical training has 
traditionally been sheer volume-based, supervised training, following the Halsteadian 
master-apprentice model. Given the lack of training opportunities, mainly because of 
reduced supervised time in the operating theatre, there has been an increased interest for 
simulation training using different modalities. This new pathway of surgical education 
is based on established educational theories for acquiring psychomotor skills to 
expertise.  
 
1.6.1 Learning styles 
People are cognitively different and consequently have different preferred learning 
styles. For simplification one can divide learning styles into three categories called the 
VAK-styles (visual-auditory-kinaesthetic), which is supported by most researchers in 
this field (81). It provides a systematic view of people´s preferred, or dominant, learning 
style, which draws on the individual´s strength and personality. 
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 Visual learners experience the most effective learning by absorbing written 
information, pictures, diagrams, films etc. Visual learners make up about 65% of the 
population (71).  
 Auditory learners learn most effectively by listening to spoken words, sounds, 
noises etc. Auditory learners make up about 30% of the population (71).  
 Kinaesthetic learners require physical experience like touching, feeling, holding, 
moving etc. for the most effective learning. They are uncommon and make up about 
5% of the population (71).  
 
1.6.2 Learning cycles 
Several models/theories of psychomotor skills learning exists in the literature of other 
disciplines (71). Some are highly applicable to learning practical skills by simulation, 
and these can successively be extrapolated into the world of surgery. One model that 
incorporates a further understanding of the individual learning styles and also describes 
the whole learning process elegantly is David Kolb´s Experiential Learning Theory 
(ELT), first published in 1984 (82). The original theory describes four separate learning 
styles that relate to a four-stage learning cycle (Figure 4). The cycle is based on the 
assumption that people learn in a continued (cyclic) manner, through four connected 
stages. When the cycle is closed, all four stages have been addressed, and an effective 
learning process has taken place. 
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Immediate and concrete experiences lead to observations and reflection. These 
reflections are then absorbed, translated and lead to experimental actions, which again 
lead to new concrete experiences. Whatever influences a person´s preferred mode of 
learning, the learning style itself is a product of two pairs of variables according to Kolb 
(82). Kolb arranges them as two crossing continuums, like axes in a diagram (Active 
Experimentation vs. Reflective Observation and Concrete Experience vs. Abstract 
Conceptualisation). One axis is the «thinking-axis» and the other the «processing-axis». 
Kolb then postulates that the endpoints of the axis represent conflicting learning styles 
and that the learner actively chooses how to react when faced with a new learning 
experience. The learner internally decides whether he/she wants to «do» or to «watch» 
Figure 4 - Kolb´s learning cycle 
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and at the same time «think» or «feel». The resulting four products represent the four 
preferred learning styles:  
 
 diverging (feeling and watching)  
 assimilating (thinking and watching)  
 converging (thinking and doing)  
 accommodating (feeling and doing) 
 
Even though Kolb thought of these stages as a continuum that one follows, usually 
people have a natural, subconsciously preferred learning style. It is therefore necessary 
that programme directors keep this in mind when designing training programmes. The 
offered teaching style should ideally match the preferred learning style of the individual 
trainee(s). 
 
1.6.3 Learning at different levels of behaviour 
Translational research on human behaviour from other disciplines suggests that 
effective learning in laparoscopy should be adapted to the level of human behaviour 
(71,83). Three distinct levels of human behaviour have been defined:  
 
 Skill-based behaviour (SBB) represents the skills performed without conscious 
control, in a highly automated fashion, using fast motor programmes for 
selection of appropriate muscles to control. These motor programmes are based 
on an accurate internal representation of the task, the system dynamics, and the 
environment at hand. An example of an everyday activity that requires skill-
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based behaviour is walking, or brushing your teeth. Many tasks in laparoscopy 
can be considered a sequence of skilled acts like grasping, pulling, cutting or 
dissecting. An experienced surgeon performing a suturing task will perform this 
smoothly, without conscious thoughts behind every individual movement. At 
this stage the mental workload of the trainee is reduced and enables him/her to 
focus on the decision-making, rather than the execution of every movement.  
 Rule-based behaviour (RBB) is the next level of human behaviour. At this 
level, skill performance is based on stored rules and/or procedures. These rules 
may be derived from the performer´s own empirical experiences, from another 
person´s expertise, or from books. The performer´s previous success and 
experience leads to selection of the appropriate rule or procedure. An example of 
RBB is when performing a laparoscopic cholecystectomy; a complete dissection 
of Calot´s triangle triggers the rule that the cystic artery and duct may be clipped 
next.  
 Knowledge-based behaviour (KBB) describes the necessary behaviour where 
unfamiliar situations occur and no rules are available, like when encountering 
perioperative complications. At this level, information is perceived as symbols, 
i.e. collections of conceptual information. When experiencing a perioperative 
complication, the surgeon already has a goal or plan prior to the operation, but 
something happens that requires a different approach. The surgeon must then 
make an overall analysis of the situation and mentally develop multiple 
alternative plans, which then can be tested against the previously set goal. Now, 
the surgeon can chose the best strategy for counteracting the complication and 
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accordingly execute the plan. Serious complications that occur during MIS 
require a great deal of knowledge-based behaviour of the surgeon. 
 
This model indicates further that training must also take place at different levels, and 
that different training modalities are required for each level. For the low-level (SBB), 
training simulators aid in learning basic skills, such as manipulating the instruments and 
camera. For higher levels (RBB and KBB), more sophisticated methods must be 
applied. When training for «how to deal with unexpected events», such as bleeding 
during operations, or even instrument breakdowns or power failure, highly advanced, 
VR-based interactive simulators could be developed. This would enable the trainees to 
sharpen their responses and decision-making skills in a safe environment.  
 
1.6.4 Learning stages  
Fitts and Posner´s three-stage theory of motor skills acquisition was published in 1967 
and has since gained wide acceptance in the literature of motor skills and surgery (84). 
In short, their theory comprise of the cognitive, integrative and autonomous stages of 
learning a new task/skill. The skills are acquired in a successive manner:  
 
1. Cognitive stage – (also called the observation and imitation stage) 
during which the trainee intellectualises the task, and identifies the 
component parts of the skill. Each task is performed in an erratic way, 
and in obvious distinctive steps, without flow of movement. 
2. Integrative stage – where the different component parts of the skill/task 
is (by repetitive training) becoming smoother and translated into one 
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motor skill. Performance is more fluent, but the trainee must still 
concentrate and think on how to execute the task.  
3. Autonomous stage – where the task is performed more or less 
automatically without the trainee's conscious thought or attention to 
execute the task. Movement is smooth and the trainee can move on and 
focus on other parts of the procedure. Not all trainees reach this stage.  
 
The learning stages can be illustrated by looking at a trainee who learns how to suture. 
First he/she must learn how to hold the instruments, secure the needle, place the stitch, 
do the throws and tighten the knot, before finally cutting the suture. In the beginning 
this is a deliberate, conscious process during which the trainee thinks ahead and plans 
every move. Next, repetition and objective feedback enables the trainee to synthesize 
the different components of the skill into a fluid, automated suturing movement. In 
essence, Fitts & Posner´s principles propose a sequential learning process (hence the 
numbered list above) that builds advanced motor skills by adding component by 
component, using feedback to shape and improve the execution until a smooth, 
automated action is reached.  
 
1.7 Learning curves 
The process of acquiring surgical skills or a specific surgical procedure can also be 
expressed by learning curves (80,85). The learning curve of any procedure can be 
defined as a repetitive practice until the procedure is mastered. A learning curve usually 
consists of an initial steep phase during which the ability to complete the task increases 
rapidly. This slope of progress then changes slowly, whereby the improvement in 
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outcome becomes more modest until the curve becomes flat (plateau) without any 
further detectable change.  
 
During the first phase of learning a new laparoscopic procedure the risk of errors or 
experience serious complications is high (86,87). In addition to this, the first part of the 
learning curve is usually associated with longer operating time and higher conversion 
rates; both factors also contributing to higher costs. The use of laparoscopic simulators 
for training basic skills is aimed at shortening the learning curve and improve patient 
care by providing a safe and controlled environment, thus producing safer surgeons 
faster (88). In a master-apprentice model proficiency is considered reached when the 
tutor/supervisor regard the trainee «ready» for performing surgery independently. This 
variable and highly subjective decision is prone to bias. Estimations in the literature and 
in guidelines on how many procedures necessary before reaching proficiency varies 
greatly, and the number is usually relatively arbitrarily chosen, and the level of 
agreement amongst experts is often low (31). These empirical numbers are often based 
on expert opinion, and not underpinned by scientific research. In a systematic review by 
Dagash et al. it was demonstrated that a variation between 8 and 200 for laparoscopic 
cholecystectomy, and between 20 to 60 laparoscopic fundoplications was considered 
necessary before reaching proficiency levels (89). The study compared several common 
laparoscopic procedures and concluded that there was no agreement on how many 
procedures a surgeon needs to perform before reaching proficiency.  
 
Simulator-based training has, however, provided the opportunity to objectively assess 
performance, generate learning curves and subsequently evaluate proficiency based on 
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previously set performance levels (80,85,90,91). Learning curves are individual (92,93) 
and procedure specific (94,95), and reliable methods or tools for prediction of the future 
slope is currently lacking. Learning curves are usually created after the training has 
been completed, and will therefore have no practical value during training of the 
individual.  
 
1.8 Objective assessment of surgical competence  
In 1978, Spencer postulated that the manual skills of the surgeon represented 25% of a 
competently performed procedure, the remaining 75% representing decision-making 
(96). In laparoscopy, the dexterity skills probably account for a higher percentage. To 
be able to evaluate the effect and impact of surgical training, tools that can adequately, 
reliably and feasibly measure surgical performance are required. A multifactorial 
variable such as surgical competency is, however, challenging to measure. Ideally it 
would be assessed with increasingly precision if attacked from several viewpoints (97-
99). In numerous attempts to define and measure this elusive variable, several methods 
and concepts have been developed for use in assessment and training of surgical 
technique. These objective assessments contain both quantitative and qualitative 
components. 
 
Since feedback on performance seems to be crucial in training and improvement of 
skills, objective assessment of operative skills is essential to obtain (76,100). Reliable 
assessment variables are also necessary to make up the basis for certification processes 
or other high-stakes evaluations (79,101).  
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The traditional direct observation of performance in the OR, as a method of assessing 
surgical technical skills, is highly subjective. This method represents a global 
evaluation, not based on objective criteria and is therefore coloured by, and dependent 
of the observer’s present relation towards the trainee. Previous studies have shown poor 
test-retest and inter-observer reliability (even amongst experienced senior surgeons), 
which leaves this method unsuitable and unreliable for laparoscopic training (102). 
When laparoscopic cholecystectomy first was introduced, proctoring by experienced 
laparoscopic surgeons was advocated by the international surgical societies before 
granting operating privileges. Adding objective criteria by way of a carefully designed 
and validated checklist, examiners acted as observers, rather than interpreters of 
behaviour, thus eliminating the subjective from the evaluation. Consequently, objective 
feedback ensured successful proctoring before the surgeons commenced unsupervised 
surgeries.  
 
1.8.1 Checklists and global scores 
One of the earlier, and probably the most extensively used, assessment of surgical 
technical skills is OSATS, «Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills», 
established by a group from Toronto, Canada, led by prof. Reznick. This assessment 
consists of six stations where surgical trainees perform different segments (or part-
tasks) of procedures on live animal tissue and bench-top trainers within a predefined 
time frame (103,104). An expert surgeon present at each station evaluated the trainees 
by using task-specific checklists and global rating scales, with a high interstation 
reliability and construct validity.  
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Global ratings scale (GRS) is a list of seven universal components of surgical 
skills, denoted from 1 to 5 on a Likert scale, the highest score signifies best 
performance. The middle and end-points on the scale are explicitly defined ( 
Figure 5) aiding the assessors by providing clear criterions for the assessment (104). 
Procedure specific GRS´s are also developed to evaluate specific technical aspects for 
procedures as laparoscopic cholecystectomy (105) and Nissen´s fundoplication (106). 
GRS has shown to be a valid tool for evaluating surgical technical skills (107).  
 
Figure 5 - Global Ratings Scale of Operative Performance 
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OSATS, checklists and GRS represent a feasible, but time-consuming, expert-
demanding method (103), even if the assessors use time edited video recordings to 
eliminate the need for multiple faculty members to be present at a specific time and 
place. However, video-assessment adds further objectivity by blinding the assessment 
process, and are thus preferred and recommended. A study by Dath et al. et al. also 
demonstrated that video-assessment time could be reduced by up to 80% by letting 
expert laparoscopists fast-forward through the unedited videotapes of surgical trainees 
performing laparoscopic Nissen´s fundoplication and a low anterior resection of the 
rectum in a pig (106). The assessors viewed and fast-forwarded the tapes at their own 
discretion, whilst scoring by GRS and an OCRS-checklist (Objective Component 
Ratings Scale). This method showed reasonable inter-rater-reliability (106). OSATS and 
GRS are also beneficial in providing an opportunity to identify errors and serve as 
valuable objective feedback to the trainee to decrease deficiencies in training and 
performance.  
 
1.8.2 Dexterity analysis 
Dexterity analysis (or motion analysis) has evolved from motion psychology where the 
assumption (and empirical observation) was that an experienced laparoscopic surgeon 
would use fewer and more accurate movements to perform a task compared to an 
inexperienced surgeon (108). Dexterity analysis, either by tracking instruments or hand 
movements, is technically possible when training on a simulator, box trainer or during a 
real operation in an OR. Assessment tools can be built-in (e.g. ProMIS™ or LapSim™) 
or used as an add-on function (ICSAD/ROVIMAS). Given the magnitude of available 
simulators and box-trainers, several sets of motion analysis parameters (MAP) have 
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been developed to describe and assess different aspects of motions performed with 
laparoscopic instruments. This creates difficulties comparing results from performances 
across different laparoscopic simulators, and the variables measured are often defined 
and calculated in a unique fashion for each simulator. The lack of valid, reliable and 
uniform MAPs demands on-going research into the interpretation of each motion 
variable and the corresponding predictive value.  
 
A recent review study by Mason et al. claims that there is sufficient evidence that 
motion analysis can be used for laparoscopic skills assessment, but there is still a lack of 
predictive validity studies (109). This study also concludes that the MAPs «time taken», 
«path length» and «number of hand movements» are the most valid in indicating higher 
levels of performance («better surgical performance»).  
 
1.8.3 Analysis of the final product or outcome after surgery 
Surgical skills can also be assessed by evaluating the final product. This can be 
exemplified by clinically relevant measurements like intraluminal diameter or leak-
point pressure of a sutured anastomosis, or the mechanical stability and strength of a 
surgical knot made by a trainee (110,111). These assessment methods usually require 
specific equipment and are, therefore, unpractical and unfeasible in a clinical setting, as 
they are only achievable within the settings of a research project or as a part of a course 
for laparoscopy training in specific simulation laboratories. Analysis of surgical 
outcome to evaluate technical skills raises specific problems and it is often difficult to 
clearly attribute to poor surgical technique. Adverse events after surgery may also go 
undiscovered until several years after the procedure, and there are too many factors 
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involved, making it impossible to deduct the impact of surgical technique. One way of 
overcoming these limitations are performing assessments by using only standardised 
tasks, for example bench top models (112,113). This approach has demonstrated 
construct validity and significant correlation between outcome analysis and assessment 
by OSATS (113).  
 
As mentioned previously, the «perfect» objective assessment method, or set of MAPs, 
is not established, and there are multiple reasons for this. In 2001, the Metrics for 
Objective Assessment of Surgical Skills Workshop gathered an international, multi-
society board of surgical educators and researchers together with representatives for 
different official bodies responsible for surgical education, evaluation and certification 
(114). The workshop was instituted as an attempt to establish a nomenclature and 
standardize the assessment methods necessary to form a common ground and taxonomy 
for the surgical educational communities. In addition to this, the workshop was aimed at 
providing a model for the core curriculum in laparoscopic training. The specific goal of 
the workshop was to use all current available research to develop a consensus for a 
baseline set of metrics. These metrics were to be used for future training, assessment 
and research concerning all aspects of surgical technical skills (114). The workshop 
resulted in a list defining expressions commonly used by the community, a 
comprehensive taxonomy (classification) of all the tasks, skills, abilities and procedures 
involved. In addition, the workshop provided a list of the available (validated) training 
systems and the corresponding abilities which they offered training for. The workshop 
did not succeed in producing a core curriculum model. In the final report the 
participants admitted that this goal was «a bit overambitious», given the available time 
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and on-going discussions about what the curriculum was intended to be used for, and by 
whom. However, they agreed on a list of skills, tasks and procedures and succeeded to 
categorise each item on the list into three levels; basic, intermediate and advanced to 
provide programme directors with a framework and aid in programme development and 
training. Finally, several specific research areas were identified as well as an intention 
to organise a future open forum to maintain the focus and advocate national and 
international participation in this field.  
 
Great innovations in medical technology lead to a constant advancement of surgical 
technique. The definition of surgical proficiency will consequently change and 
development of methods of assessing surgical skills must follow in the same direction. 
Nonetheless, how we measure surgical skills will always be dependent on, and 
influenced by, the present available assessment methods. The workshop was considered 
an initial approach and future meetings were suggested to continue refining and 
developing a consensus in this area. As of today, a follow-up conference has not been 
organised.  
 
1.9 Validation of surgical simulators 
Before simulators can be applied in a surgical educational system, they must be 
scientifically evaluated, rigorously and objectively, to determine their validity and 
reliability. Validity, in the context of surgical simulators used as tools for training and 
assessment, describes to what extent the simulator meets its requirements and whether it 
fulfils its intended purpose (115). Given the complexity of the validation concept and 
procedure, there are several types of validity involved; however, in the validation of 
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surgical simulators the most commonly used validation terms are face validity, content 
validity, construct validity, concurrent validity and predictive validity (115). Face and 
content validities express the translational validity (or representational validity); to what 
extent the measures can capture and turn an abstract theoretical construct into a specific, 
practical measurement or test.  
 
 Face validation is an estimation of how strong the tested instruments or 
models resemble the real-life situation that is supposed to be emulated. 
Face validity does only relate to whether the model/test appears to be a 
good measure, and offers no guarantee that the estimation is correct. 
Thus, face validity is not a strong validation method as it is based on 
experts’ opinions and subjective emotions. Testing for face validation 
usually involves administering a questionnaire to experts of the field in 
question. In this thesis, face validation will be used to test whether 
training and assessment on a box-trainer called D-Box correctly 
imitates/resembles training and assessment in the OR. Because of its 
subjective nature, it is usually only used in the initial phase of the 
validation process.  
 Content validation refers to relevance of the modality used. Content 
validation tests how well the content of the measurement represents the 
content of the domain being tested, if it contains all relevant aspects. This 
requires a good knowledge of the field of interest and it usually involves 
a panel of experts being asked to review each item included in a test (or 
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assessment tool), and is usually performed early in the validation 
process, e.g., as a part of a pilot study.  
 Construct validation refers to whether a test can measure the abstract 
construct that underlies the qualities it was designed to measure. 
Construct validation can be defined as «a set of procedures for 
evaluating a testing instrument based on the degree to which the test 
seems to identify the quality, ability or trait it was designed to measure» 
(115). When used in validation of surgical simulators this is usually 
performed by measuring the performance of different groups that 
theoretically should differ in the skills being measured (e.g experienced 
surgeons vs. medical students performing surgical tasks). This makes it 
one of the most important, and mandatory, validations for surgical 
simulators.  
 
In addition to translational validity, which contains a subjective evaluation of the 
assessment tool´s (or test´s) resemblance to the physical situation it is supposed to 
evaluate, and its appropriateness in the intended use, there is a need for objective 
validation methods. Criterion validity describes to which extent the acquired measures 
correlate to other measures or outcomes. Criterion validity can be subdivided into 
concurrent validity and predictive validity:  
 
 Concurrent validity is often reported when developing a new test or 
assessment tool, and the validation refers to how well the new test 
correlates/compares to the established «gold standard».  
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 Predictive validity can be defined as «the extent to which the scores on 
a test are predictive of actual performance» (115) and relates to whether 
a measurement (or test) at one point in time will predict (future) outcome 
or result. When this term is used in the context of surgical simulators, it 
usually denotes if the level of performance on the simulator corresponds 
to the level of performance in the OR. That is why it is perceived as the 
ultimate, or highest-level of validation for surgical simulators. Predictive 
validation is regarded as the validation method with the greatest clinical 
impact and relevance.  
 
1.10 Reliability 
Validity is commonly evaluated together with reliability. Reliability (r) is a broad and 
generic expression that usually incorporates expressing the level of consistency of 
repeated measurements from an assessment (tool) under comparable conditions. 
Validity and reliability are equally important. However, they describe different aspects, 
or properties, of the tests. There are several methods (classes of reliability) developed to 
establish reliability, the most relevant to this thesis are: 
 
 Test-retest reliability assesses to which degree test results are consistent 
between different repetitions of the same test, administered to the same 
subject/rater, under the same conditions, but at different occasions/times.  
 Inter-rater reliability describes the degree of agreement between two or more 
raters, rating the same subject or evaluating the same test.  
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 Inter-test reliability describes to which degree test scores are consistent across 
a variation in methods or instruments used.  
 Internal consistency is often used in the literature of surgical simulation 
describing consistency across different variables within a test. The most 
commonly used measure for internal consistency is Cronbach´s . It can easily 
be calculated for any data set using most available statistical software packages, 
like IBM SPSS Statistics® (IBM, New York, USA).  
 
All mentioned classes/methods generate a reliability coefficient (r), ranging from 0 to 1, 
where a value of r>0.8 usually is accepted as good reliability. 
 
It is important to acknowledge that an assessment tool with a high reliability coefficient, 
does not guarantee a «good» test used in any situation, but one must always evaluate 
what the test really measures and in what setting (validation). Another important point 
to realise is that reliability and correlation are not the same, and that correlation simply 
denotes association (some degree of relationship between the measurements) and 
reliability is a measure of agreement (equal measurements, likeness). Reliability does 
not imply validity, however a lack of reliability limits the overall validity of a test.  
 
1.11 Laparoscopic basic skills curricula  
There has been a vast interest in validation of newly developed simulators in the last 
two decades, and a substantial amount of work has been done in this area 
(46,61,90,116-118). However, the effectiveness of any simulator-based training 
programme depends mostly on the applied curriculum, and not on the type of simulator 
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used (119). Several initiatives have been launched to create curricula for teaching and 
assessing laparoscopic skills, however, no consensus has been established, neither on a 
national level nor internationally, on what the most efficient training curriculum would 
include, and what part simulation training would play in such a curriculum. In the USA, 
the Society of American Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic Surgeons (SAGES) have 
developed a curriculum entitled «Fundamentals of laparoscopic Surgery» (FLS) 
(79,120). This curriculum is endorsed by the American College of Surgery and is one of 
the requirements for certification by the American Board of Surgery (18,121). The 
curriculum consists of CD-ROM-based learning modules (cognitive skills) together 
with a standardised manual skills training and assessment component consisting of five 
tasks performed on a custom-built box-trainer similar to the D-Box (79). The FLS 
performance metrics (time and precision) are comprehensively validated (79,122) and 
studies show that performance on the simulator improves clinical laparoscopic skills 
(101), and the performance correlates with performance in the OR (123). This is 
probably the most widespread basic skills laparoscopic curriculum in North America, 
however, certification is voluntary and about 27.000 surgeons (of approximately 
136.000 members of American College of Surgeons in 2009) currently hold time-
limited certifications (121,124). There are similar initiatives originating from Europe as 
well. In Sweden, simulation courses aiming at certifying surgeons are being organised 
(CLK), and The European Association for Endoscopic Surgery (EAES) have developed, 
validated and are in the process of implementing a training curriculum (LSS) for 
selected laparoscopic procedures along with an E-learning platform (125). Still, no 
nationally widespread certificating curriculum, including skills assessment, is 
established in any country (126,127). 
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None of the previously mentioned basic skills curricula has gained any significant 
market share in Norway, however, the D-box is present at many teaching hospitals in 
Norway, thus there was a demand for an evidence-based curriculum and expert-derived 
proficiency-levels for this simulator.  
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2.0 General aim of the study 
 
The overall aim of this PhD study was to design a feasible, evidence-based curriculum 
for training basic laparoscopic skills using the D-Box – a trainer box simulator that 
currently is available in most Norwegian hospitals and surgical training centres.  
 
2.1 Specific aims 
 
1. To assess volume-outcome relationship in the light of quality of care and 
surgical education. 
 
2. To validate D-Box for its usability for training and assessment of basic skills in 
laparoscopy.  
 
3. To assess transferability of skills between D-Box and MIST-VR, representing a 
trainer box and a VR-trainer.  
 
4. To create an evidence-based curriculum for the validated, available tasks, using 
scientific methods. 
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3.0    Materials and methods 
For Paper II-IV the hardware, training and assessment setup for the D-Box were 
identical. These studies were executed at Ostfold Hospital Trust, at both hospital 
locations: Moss and Fredrikstad. Paper II also included use of MIST-VR. All training 
and assessment sessions were carried out in a quiet room, under standard ergonomic 
settings and with the same instructor/supervisor present for all sessions. Training 
sessions were organised so that the trainees attended sessions whenever they had 
available time during their clinical work, to resemble training opportunities in a normal 
clinical setting.  
 
3.1 Simulators used in the studies 
3.1.1 MIST-VR® 
The first commercially available laparoscopy VR-simulator was the MIST-VR® 
(Mentice AB; Gothenburg, Sweden, www.mentice.com) (128). At the time of 
commencing these studies the MIST-VR® was also the most extensively validated VR-
simulator and incorporated into surgical basic skill courses internationally 
(56,57,86,91,92,128-135). For paper II we utilised MIST-VR®.  
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Figure 6 - MIST-VR®Setup and display  
 
The user interface (Immersion Inc.; San Josè, USA) was linked to a computer and had a 
frame that held two specially designed mock-up laparoscopic instruments with 
interchangeable handles. Both instruments pass through a position-sensing device 
providing real-time positional data in 5 degrees of freedom. Positional data were then 
processed by the computer and bespoke software, which generated a real-time graphical 
image of the virtual instruments and their movements presented on a 19” colour 
monitor. The displayed image was a three-dimensional cube as the abstract operative 
space, measuring exactly 10 cm3.  During training different targets appeared randomly 
within the cube, offering distinctive challenges to the surgical trainee. The software 
provides the opportunity to zoom in/out, and to change the size of the targets on the 
screen. In the setup used during this PhD research, the MIST-VR® system did not 
include force feedback or haptics.  
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The MIST-VR® software was delivered with two preinstalled basic skills modules 
(Core skills I and II) and a suturing module (Suture 3.0). Only Core Skills I was utilised 
in our studies. Core Skills I contained six different tasks (Table 2), and each task can be 
set to three levels of difficulty; Easy, Medium and Hard. The MIST-VR® tasks are 
previously validated by Gallagher et al. (131). 
  
No. Task name Description Operative task 
1 Acquire-place Grab a sphere and place it within a wire-frame cube. 
Manipulating tissue and bringing 
it to a given position. 
2 Transfer-place 
Grab a sphere with one hand, pass it to the 
other hand, and place it within a wire-frame 
cube. 
Manipulation of a needle during 
intracorporeal suturing. 
3 Traversal 
Use instruments to travel from top to bottom 
along the outside of a three-dimensional 
cylinder. 
Running through the small 
intestine. 
4 Withdraw-insert Pull an instrument out of the operative field and reinsert it for further use. 
Withdrawing and reinserting new 
instruments into the abdomen. 
5 Diathermy 
Cauterize a series of targets located on a sphere 
fixed in space. 
The use of diathermia on a 
bleeding vessel. 
6 Manipulation-diathermia 
Grab a sphere and touch it with the instrument 
in the opposite hand; withdraw and reinsert the 
opposing instrument; apply diathermy to targets 
on the sphere while holding the sphere steady 
within a wire-frame cube. 
Using diathermia to dissect the 
gallbladder off a liver bed during 
a laparoscopic cholecystectomy. 
 
Table 1 - Core Skills I (MIST-VR®). Description of each task and correlated operative task. 
 
During training, the performance of the trainee is monitored and recorded in real-time. 
The collected data includes movements of instruments placed in each hand and the use 
of a foot pedal (during the more complex tasks) to represent the use of a foot-activated 
electrocautery device. After each training session the MIST-VR® software provides the 
trainee with detailed feedback of performance, and a video playback of the session can 
be reviewed by the trainee alone or together with a supervisor. The automated feedback 
metrics included time to complete the tasks (TTC, in seconds), Economy of movement 
(EOM, in numbers) and total score (TSC, in points) (86). All metrics were given for 
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individual hands, but left and right hand performance were added into total values 
before analysis for uniformity.  
 
3.1.2 D-Box 
The D-box trainer (SimSurgery, Oslo, Norway, www.simsurgery.com) has been 
continually developed since 2003. The model used in our studies were the second 
generation design and was constructed of an aluminium box measuring 32 cm x 45 cm 
x 21 cm (width, depth, length) and weighing 10.5 kilograms. A slideable tray in front of 
the trainer box enables insertion of different task boxes. During these studies, five 
different task boxes were used for a total of six tasks.  
 
Inside the D-Box there are 14 LED-lights and a web camera mounted in the roof. The 
web camera allows external manipulation by a joystick, omitting the need for an 
assistant controlling the camera. The web camera connects to a laptop computer via an 
USB-connector and the video image was presented on a 17» monitor.   
 
Two commercially available graspers (EndoPath®; Ethicon Endo-Surgery, 
www.ethicon.com) were used for all tasks in the D-Box.  
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Figure 7 - D-Box: Different task boxes 
available 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No. Task name Description Operative task 
1 Peg Transfer Sorting eight coloured pegs into two different boxes, alternating left and right instrument. 
Basic manipulation of tissue, 
using one instrument at a time. 
2 Sorting Pegs 
Pick up and pass the eight coloured pegs 
through an eyebolt before placing the pegs into 
to boxes, according to colour. 
Basic manipulation of tissue, 
using both instruments. 
3 Donkey Stack 
Using both instruments, stacking five wooden 
sticks simultaneously on the back of a figure of 
a donkey. 
Precision manipulation of tissue 
using both instruments 
simultaneously. 
4 Running gut 
By using both instruments to run through 170 
cm of silk ribbon, from one corner of the box to 
another. 
Running through the small 
intestine. 
5 Rubber plate 
Picking up and passing a pin through five 
predefined holes in a vertically mounted, 
movable rubber plate, alternating from left to 
right. 
Manipulating tissue and bringing 
it to a given position. 
6 Labyrinth 
Passing a peg through seven eyebolts in 
prefixed directions and angles, at one point lift 
a rubber plate and passing through a hidden 
eyebolt, before finally threading the pin through 
the ninth eyebolt in an opposing direction. 
Manipulation of a needle during 
intracorporeal suturing. 
 
Table 2 - D-Box task boxes. Description of each task and the correlated operative task. 
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3.2 ICSAD/ROVIMAS – electromagnetic tracking of hand motion 
As opposed to VR-simulators, box-trainers are usually delivered without any other 
objective measurement options other than timing how fast the trainees can complete 
each task. A number of tools for objectively assess technical performance have been 
developed, but for automatic measurements of surgical dexterity different methods of 
tracking hand- or instrument movements are suitable (136). Thumb-sized 
electromagnetic coils (receivers) were attached to a tight-fitting, but comfortable, cotton 
glove to a standard position on the dorsum of each hand of the trainees. A 
electromagnetic emitting device, also a part of the commercially available 
electromagnetic tracking device, Isotrak II (Polhemus Inc; Colchester, USA, 
www.polhemus.com), then provide real-time Cartesian positional data (X, Y and Z 
coordinates), thus generating three-dimensional (3D) coordinates for any object’s 
position in space. These 3D-coordinates, or rather their relative movement, were 
recorded at 60 Hz (divided between the two receivers) and transmitted to a laptop 
computer, imported into the Imperial College Surgical Assessment Device (ICSAD) to 
add time-stamps and translate the Cartesian data to the objective variables of individual 
hand movements. We utilised the previously validated parameters; time taken to 
complete task, number of hand movements, total path-length (62,137,138). Parameters 
were specified for each individual hand, but left and right hand parameters were added 
together before analysis. These measurements were later analysed by ROVIMAS 
(Robotic Video Motion Analysis Software), a custom-made software-package also 
developed at Imperial College, London, UK (see Dosis et al. for details (139)). The 
software uses built-in noise filters to detect and filter out tremor and unintentional 
movements. Later versions of the software also included the possibility to synchronize 
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and combine video recording (and thus evaluation) of the procedure (or just specific 
parts of it) with motion analysis for improved assessment and feedback (139). This also 
allows «zooming in» on key areas of the procedure for faster video assessment 
combined with dexterity analysis data for that specific part of the procedure, for 
example clipping and cutting of the cystic duct.  
 
The assessment method using ICSAD/ROVIMAS is extensively validated and is used 
for assessment of dexterity in laparoscopic, microscopic and open surgery, basic skills 
and suturing, and in different surgical fields including ophthalmic, orthopaedic, cardiac 
and plastic surgeries (97,112,140-144). The assessment method has also proven feasible 
for the OR-setting (97).  
 
 
Figure 8 - Setup for ICSAD electromagnetic coils  
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3.3 Data access and ethical considerations 
All participants in paper II-IV were recruited after receiving a letter of invitation 
containing information about the project and then actively contacting the study 
administrator to volunteer for participation. A written consent form was obtained from 
all participants.  
 
The local Regional Committee for Medical Research Ethics (REK) were contacted 
regarding all our studies separately, concluding each time that our studies fell outside 
their regulatory mandate, and a formal, written application was thus never required or 
submitted.  
 
All data were stored and processed after application and subsequent approval (Ref. no. 
15254/2006) from Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSD) and in accordance 
with guidelines provided by the Norwegian Data Inspectorate (Datatilsynet).  
 
3.4 Statistics 
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS Statistical Package, version 14.0 and 
17.0 (IBM SPSS Statistics®, IBM, New York, USA). Differences between proportions 
in contingency tables and frequency tabulations were analysed using Pearson’s X2 
(where appropriate Fisher´s exact test was applied). Differences between normally 
distributed variables were analysed using Student´s t-test. All numeric variables were 
considered non-parametric and all probabilities were calculated as two-sided and the 
level of significance was set at p0.05. 
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 Paper I: For 5-year cumulative survival rates the Kaplan-Meyer method with 
log rank probabilities for survival comparison between groups was applied. The 
survival rates are given as crude survival.  
 Paper II: Mann-Whitney U test were used for comparison of performance 
between the two groups. Kruskal-Wallis test was used for evaluating the training 
effect across the training programme and Wilcoxon signed rank test for related 
variables.   
 Paper III: Mann-Whitney U test were used for comparison between the three 
groups. 
 Paper IV: For learning curve evaluation the Friedman test (non-parametric, 
repeated measures for analysis of variance) were applied. Multiple comparisons 
were then made to identify the point of plateau (no further improvement).  
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4.0    Synopsis of papers and individual main conclusions 
4.1 Paper I  
«Curative rectal cancer surgery in a low-volume hospital: A quality assessment.» 
 
Objective:  
To assess the relationship between volume and outcome for rectal cancer patients in a 
low-volume hospital, illustrated by a 10-year retrospective material from our hospital, 
compared to results from the National Rectal Cancer Registry (NRCR). This study was 
initiated as a retrospective internal quality review to assess oncologic outcome and the 
impact of individual surgeon procedure volume.  
 
Participants:  
By using relevant diagnose codes (ICD-9: D153.3 and D154, and ICD-10: C19 and 
C20) we performed a search of our hospital electronic database. All patients diagnosed 
with carcinoma of the distal 15 cm of the rectum in the period 01.01.1993 to 31.12.2002 
were identified. All patients having surgical treatment (both elective and emergency 
operations), with curative intent, were included. Their records were manually explored 
and a total of 131 patients were selected. Patients having endoscopic resections were 
excluded, as well as patients receiving primary palliative treatments. Finally, we 
compared our patient list with a list provided by the NRCR, bilaterally correcting any 
discovered discrepancies. The final study population consisted of 102 patients. Mean 
patient time at risk was 58 months. 
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Method:  
We performed a retrospective review of relevant, available medical charts for each 
patient. The list of patients was compared to the list from the National Cancer Registry 
for completion of records bilaterally.  
 
Results:  
There were no significant differences from the national outcome results, neither in 
perioperative mortality or complications, nor 5-year survival or local recurrences. 
Thirteen different on-staff surgeons performed rectal cancer surgery in our hospital 
during this decade. Median annual caseload as the main surgeon was four. We detected 
a difference in 5-year survival when grouping the surgeons by annual caseload, but the 
significance is inconclusive. It is, however, interesting that in 85% of the resections, 
two or more certified gastrointestinal surgeons with specific training were involved. The 
study revealed a 9% discrepancy between records from the Norwegian Rectal Cancer 
Registry (NRCR) database and the local hospital database.  
 
Conclusion:  
Adequate results for surgical outcome can be achieved in a low-volume hospital. 
Surgeon volume showed inconclusive impact for our results of outcome. A local quality 
initiative is justified in addition to national registries. 
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4.2 Paper II 
«A tale of two trainers: virtual reality versus a video trainer for acquisition of 
basic laparoscopic skills.»   
 
Objective: 
There is increasing evidence that training with laparoscopic simulators is efficient in 
developing skills that improve performance in real operations. However, the best 
modality for training novice laparoscopic surgeons is not yet established, and studies 
comparing box-trainers and VR-simulators show contradictory results. The aim of this 
study was to assess the transferability of skills between the two modalities, represented 
by D-Box and MIST-VR®.  
 
Participants:  
38 medical students with no experience in laparoscopy were included and electronically 
randomized into two groups, A and B.  
 
Study design 
Group A received 8 sessions of training on 5 tasks with pre- and post-assessment on the 
MIST-VR, with a final crossover assessment on the D-Box. Group B received 8 
sessions of training on 5 tasks and pre- and post-assessment on the D-Box finishing 
with a final crossover assessment on the MIST-VR®. For performance on the MIST-
VR® the built-in metrics were used, including time to completed task (TTC), economy 
of movement (EOM) and Score. Performance on the D-Box included time to completed 
task (TTC), total number of hand movements (THM) and total path length (TPL), and 
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was recorded using the Isotrak II ® electromagnetic tracking system and analysed using 
validated software (ROVIMAS/ICSAD).  
 
Results:  
There were no baseline differences between the groups in age, sex, handedness or 
previous experience with simulators. Both groups significantly improved their 
performance assessed before and after training for all variables. When tested on MIST-
VR®, the MIST-VR® group showed significantly shorter time (90.3 vs. 188.6 seconds, 
p<0.001), better economy of movements (4.40 vs. 7.50, p<0.001) and lower score 
(224.7 vs. 527.0, p<0.001). However, when assessed on the D-Box there was no 
difference between the groups for time (402.0 vs. 325.6 seconds, p>0.15), total hand 
movements (THC) (289 vs. 262, p>0.79) or total path length (TPL) (34.9 vs. 34.6 
meters, p>0.38). 
 
Conclusion:  
Both simulators provide significant improvement in performance. Our results indicate 
that skills learned on the MIST-VR® are transferable to the D-Box, but the opposite 
could not be demonstrated. 
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4. 3 Paper III 
«Construct, content and face validity of the D-Box; a web-cam based laparoscopic 
basic skills trainer box.» 
 
Objective:  
Basic laparoscopic skills can be acquired feasibly and safely using simulators. The D-
Box trainer is a box-trainer already available in most Norwegian teaching hospitals and 
surgical training centres. Prior to implementing D-Box into a training programme it 
must pass a scientifically based validation process. 
 
Methods:  
Study participants were recruited from 3 levels of experience based on their 
professional title (medical students/interns, residents and consultants). The consultants 
were all experienced laparoscopic surgeons and were considered experts.18 interns, 10 
surgical residents (PGY1-4) and 10 experienced laparoscopic surgeons were tested on 
D-Box using 6 bespoke tasks. Performances were assessed using electromagnetic 
tracking of hand movements (path length and number of hand movements) and time-to-
complete task. All participants scored a seven-statement questionnaire on a five-point 
Likert scale for user perception after assessment. 
 
Results:  
97% of all participants would recommend including D-Box as part of a laparoscopic 
training programme in Norway. The participants were satisfied with D-Box and all user 
perception statements received a median score of 5, except for screen resolution 
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(median score of 4). For task 4, TTC showed significant differences between the 
groups, in favour of the experts, this was also true for all measurements regarding tasks 
5 and 6. For tasks 2 and 3, there were no differences between the groups. Task 2 
revealed a significantly shorter total path length in favour of the interns.  
 
Conclusions:  
This study has established face and content validation for D-Box. In addition, it has 
been demonstrated that D-Box can distinguish between experienced and inexperienced 
laparoscopic surgeons for three of the six tasks, and thus establishing construct validity. 
D-Box did however failed to discriminate between different levels of inexperienced 
surgeons. 
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4.4 Paper IV 
«Construction of an evidence-based, graduated training curriculum for D-Box, a 
web-cam based laparoscopic basic skills trainer box.» 
 
Objective:  
Increasing numbers of surgical training programmes are now including simulators as 
training tools for teaching laparoscopic surgery. The aim of this study was to develop a 
standardized, graduated and evidence based curriculum for the newly developed D-Box 
for training basic laparoscopic skills.  
 
Methods:  
18 interns with no laparoscopic experience completed a training programme on the D-
Box consisting of 8 sessions of 5 tasks with assessment on a sixth task. Performance 
was measured by use of three-dimensional electromagnetic tracking of hand 
movements, path length and time taken. Ten experienced surgeons (>100 laparoscopic 
surgeries, median 250) were recruited for establishing benchmark criterions.   
 
Results:  
Significant learning curves were obtained for all construct valid parameters for tasks 4 
(p<0.005) and 5 (p<0.005), and reached plateau levels between the fifth and sixth 
session. Within the 8 sessions of this study between 50-89 % of the interns reached 
benchmark criterions for tasks 4 and 5.  
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Conclusion(s):  
Based on improvements in time taken to complete tasks (TTC) and hand movements 
(THM and TPL), benchmark criterions, an evidence-based simulation curriculum has 
been developed for the D-Box. This curriculum is aimed at training and assessing 
surgical novices in basic laparoscopic skills. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9 – Proposed curriculum for training basic laparoscopic skills on the D-Box 
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5.0   Discussion 
Our studies have led to validation of the D-Box and development of a feasible, 
scientifically based curriculum for training and assessment of basic laparoscopic skills 
on this simulator. Although not a comprehensive or exhaustive curriculum, and only 
aimed at training basic skills, it provides a tool for laparoscopic novices to acquire a set 
of laparoscopic skills before entering the OR for the first time, or assisting an operation.  
 
Training to become an outstanding surgeon can be compared to the long preparations an 
elite athlete goes through to attain the skills and abilities to win an Olympic medal. Both 
require long hours of repeated training, insight and knowledge in the field, along with 
the right attitude or mental state. However, during the training period they both will 
need the right tools and training environment to develop the necessary skills safely, 
correct and in the shortest amount of time.  
 
The methodology used in the papers included in this thesis are dissimilar and will 
therefore be discussed separately, however, the findings and implications will be 
discussed as a unit.  
 
5.1 Methodological considerations 
5.1.1 Paper I  
The study described in Paper I was executed as a retrospective review of the available 
medical charts for each patient who underwent curative resections for rectal cancer in a 
10-year period (1993-2002) at one hospital. To acquire the most complete list of 
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patients to be included in the study, at the authors request the National Cancer Registry 
provided a comprehensive patient list from their database. These two lists were then 
compared and information was bilaterally corrected for completeness. The unique 
individual identification number of each citizen of Norway, combined with compulsory 
reporting of all cancer diagnoses (from clinical departments and pathology 
departments), provides a solid foundation for a complete database and enables long-
term follow-up. This ensured us that we had included all eligible patients in our study. 
The limitations of the study relates to the lack of information on neo-adjuvant and 
adjuvant therapy to complete the assessment of overall performance and 
recurrences/survival, and the retrospective methodology.  
 
5.1.2 Paper II  
The study reported in Paper II was conducted as a prospective, randomised crossover 
trial. A total of 46 medical/surgical interns and medical students were initially recruited 
and by computer randomised into two groups. The groups were assigned training on 
two different laparoscopic simulators receiving a crossover assessment on the other 
simulator after finishing the training programme. In the paper all subjects are referred to 
as «medical students» for simplicity and to indicate the laparoscopic naivety. The 
crossover design was chosen to compare the training effect of two different basic skills 
laparoscopic simulators. The training tasks included in each simulator were inherently 
different, but contained all the basic skills; grasping, pick and place, traversing, 
bimanual instrument handling etc. (114). The training programme on each simulator 
was designed to be as equivalent in training volume and level of difficulty as possible 
with the available tasks. The two simulators also differed in their graphic visualisation 
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and that the trainer-box was the only that provided haptic feedback. It was deemed 
unfeasible to redesign the tasks in the box-trainer or the VR-trainer to have identical 
tasks, and it did not represent the choices surgical training programme directors face 
when investing in surgical simulators.  
 
One limitation with the study design is that there is no baseline assessment of the 
trainees on both simulators; only from the simulator they were assigned to train on. By 
adding a baseline assessment for both simulators, the added training effect would be 
difficult to estimate and account for. However, by employing the crossover design, each 
subject becomes his/her own control.  
 
5.1.3 Paper III  
For this validation paper, based on their professional titles (medical student/intern, 
resident or consultant), we recruited a total of 40 subjects. All subjects performed a 
sequence of all six tasks twice, the first for familiarization, and the second for 
assessment of performance.  
 
Classifying the subjects only by their professional title was a choice of convenience, 
however, it also correlated with their self-reported levels of laparoscopic experience. A 
consensus on how to objectively classify surgeons according to their skills does not 
exist, however there are statistical methods that could have been applied (145). In our 
results there were difficulties discriminating between the two most inexperienced 
groups; interns and residents, and their level of experience might be too similar. When 
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regrouping the subjects into only two groups; the inexperienced (interns and residents) 
and consultants, the difference in performance increased and the consultants 
outperformed the inexperienced in almost all tasks. This difference was however not 
consistently statistical significant and a larger study population could possibly clarify 
this.  
 
Another limitation with our study design regards the face validity. The questionnaire 
statements (Q1-Q7) were aimed at assessing the subject’s appraisal of the D-Box by 
marking their agreement to each statement on a five-point Likert scale. The statements 
covered aspects of technical matter (screen resolution and image delay), the subject´s 
emotions toward using the D-Box (challenging and fun to use) and whether the subjects 
thought the D-Box improved their laparoscopic skills and if it should be part of training 
programmes for residents. In hindsight, the statements could also have addressed how 
realistic the subjects perceived the simulator and if the haptic feedback from the 
simulator resembled that of human tissue handling.  
 
5.1.4 Paper IV 
For this study we recruited a total of 20 medical/surgical interns with no previous 
experience with laparoscopy or simulation training for laparoscopy. All participants 
performed eight sessions of five tasks. Before and after the training programme the 
subjects were assessed on the sixth task. Ten experienced laparoscopic surgeons 
performed all tasks twice, and benchmark scores were calculated on the basis of the 
measurements from the second run.  
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In our study we chose to let our subjects train for eight sessions, based on previous 
studies demonstrating plateauing of the learning curves before finishing eight sessions 
(57,76,92). Shortly after planning and initiating this study, several publications 
emerged, advocating proficiency-based training over pre-set volume training (hours or 
number of sessions) (85,93,146). Proficiency is defined as achieved when the learning 
curve plateaus (89), indicating that no significant further improvement is expected. 
Training until proficiency takes into account the trainee´s present skills and 
performance, tailoring the programme to each trainee and providing efficient training.  
 
By using previously published methodology for training with VR-simulators, the 
authors proposed a proficiency-based curriculum for training basic laparoscopic skills 
on the D-Box (147-149).  
 
5.1.5 D-Box assessment  
All sessions (training and assessments) on the D-Box within the included studies were 
performed in a quiet room, under standardised ergonomic setup. Before commencing 
the first training session, all subjects received a demonstration of the tasks and rules of 
the study. Two runs of Task 1 (the presumed easiest task) served as familiarisation with 
the simulator and ergonomic setup before the first session. The training was scheduled 
during normal working hours, at the subject´s own convenience, with a maximum of 
two sessions per day, separated by at least one hour, to allow a favourable dispersed 
training distribution (150,151). Practice was not allowed between the sessions. The 
same study administrator (the PhD-candidate) was available for all training and 
assessment sessions, providing standardised instructions and technical assistance, before 
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and during sessions. These precautions were employed to avoid biases in the setup 
caused by non-random unintentional factors.   
 
Most VR-simulators track and store all instrument movements during training and 
assessment on the simulator, and immediately after finishing a task or session, report 
these results to the trainee. It was a natural choice to try to replicate this when assessing 
performance on the D-Box. The D-Box is distributed without any built-in assessment 
method, neither hardware nor software applications. To be able to assess the subject´s 
performances we applied electromagnetic tracking of hand movements and measured 
the time used to finish each task. Most VR-simulators will in addition identify and 
report performance errors and incorporate this into a total score (152). Tracking and 
assessing hand movements alone can lead to faulty conclusions if the trainee completes 
the task with fewer movements, shorter path length and/or in a shorter time just because 
he/she «cuts corners» or omits significant parts of the task. To ensure consistency in 
assessments (increase reliability), the study administrator observed all sessions and 
guided the subjects to perform all tasks correctly and adhering to the study protocol.  
 
The recognition of errors (or potential errors) remains an essential skill for a surgeon, 
both during training and especially when performing real surgeries. Error assessment 
was not included as a variable in any of our studies. The use of recorded video would 
enhance the evaluation/validation by providing an opportunity to address errors by 
scoring the subject´s performance after sessions.  
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Video assessment, or direct observational assessment, is time-consuming and relies 
heavily on experts and is usually not feasible outside research programmes (99). An 
automated computerised assessment is potentially less labour intensive, and thus to be 
desired. A recent study by Xeroulis et al. demonstrated a high level of correlation 
between FLS standard score (blinded video scoring by experts) and ICSAD scoring 
(automated tracking of hand movements) for FLS (122). Although observational 
assessment still is fundamental, there is rapidly evolving technology/methodology for 
automated evaluation of surgical skills (99).  
 
5.2 Findings and implications 
5.2.1 Volume = quality of care? 
In recent years the Norwegian health care system has gone through great organisational 
transformations. Since 2001, several local hospitals have been closed down, catchment 
areas increased and larger units (Hospital trusts) have been established within the four 
state-owned, self-governing health authorities (153). The arguments from the 
government’s side prior to this reorganisation were many, but improving the quality of 
care was one of the main reasons, in addition to reducing overall costs and thus 
increasing the number of patients being treated. In the planning process, hospital 
caseload was one of the variables employed in the planning process and played an 
important role in deciding what hospital trust would provide which function. Hospital 
caseload is used in many situations and represents an attractive surrogate measure of 
quality of care because it is easily obtainable, and it represents a comprehensible 
quantity. Direct comparisons between hospitals are straightforward. The start of the 
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work that now has become this thesis was an internal quality assessment of the surgical 
treatment provided for rectal cancer patients in our hospital. This initiative was raised 
due to an on-going process where the surgical departments of the two hospitals in our 
county were to be merged and there was a discussion on whether it was favourable for 
both hospitals to continue providing surgical treatment for rectal cancer. In addition to 
performing an internal quality assessment, we set out to investigate if, and what impact, 
individual surgeon volume had on the results.  
 
Surgical treatment of rectal cancer is a highly specialised function where the patient’s 
outcome is indeed dependent on the surgical skills of the surgeon(s). Multiple studies 
have shown an association between outcome of different surgical procedures and 
hospital caseload (154-157). This has also been demonstrated for rectal cancer 
(25,158,159), however, the association is probably not universal or robust as there are 
studies showing no association (26,160,161). Also, when adjusting for surgeon 
caseload, hospitals with low annual caseload demonstrate outcome in the same range as 
high-volume hospitals, but high-volume hospitals perform better than very high-volume 
hospitals (159,162,163). In many of the studies, the effect of hospital volume is also 
relatively modest. There are no consensus on what numbers represents «high-volume» 
or «low-volume», and these terms are defined and applied very differently from country 
to country. In Norway, all rectal cancer patients are treated in public hospitals; there are 
no private alternatives or specialised centres that exclusively treats this patent group. 
When comparing Norwegian publications of results after surgical rectal cancer 
treatment to publications from other countries, nearly all hospitals in Norway would be 
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classified as «low-volume» (25,159,162,163), but still, today both short-term and long-
term outcomes are good (163).  
 
This was also the case with the results from our low-volume hospital (as shown in Paper 
I), where patients experienced adequate and nationally comparable results for 5-year 
survival rate, local recurrences, perioperative complications and mortality. This in spite 
of a skewed patient distribution towards more advanced tumour stages and a higher 
number of patients with lymph node metastasis at time of diagnosis (the reasons for this 
was not explored in our study). It is commonly recognised that patient outcome after 
oncologic surgery is largely dependent on the stage and extension of the tumour at 
diagnosis, in addition to the quality of the surgical procedure performed and the 
postoperative care (24,164). To maintain an acceptable surgical outcome in low volume 
units, a special attention towards specialisation, continued training and education is 
necessary to remediate the lack of operative volume.  
 
Norway was one of the first countries to implement total mesorectal excision (TME) as 
a national standard for surgical treatment of rectal cancer (165). A national study from 
Norway had prior to this demonstrated a high frequency of local recurrences following 
resections for rectal cancer. Surgical technique and individual surgeon performance 
were identified as possible main contributing factors, due to the wide variations in 
outcome (166). This, combined with the promising results after TME published by Dr. 
RJ Heald, led to a national initiative for improving the outcome by initiating a nation-
wide educational programme. In November 1993, the Norwegian Rectal Cancer Project 
(NRCP) was founded to improve the outcome (especially reduce local recurrences and 
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consequently survival) for rectal cancer patients by implementing TME-method as the 
new gold standard.  
 
To achieve an improvement of outcome after rectal cancer surgery on a national level, 
regional workshops were organised to provide the training and warrant a standardisation 
of the operative technique. Dr. RJ Heald, the surgeon that pioneered the TME-method, 
participated in these workshops as an instructor and supervisor, teaching his method to 
Norwegian gastrointestinal surgeons (165). The participating surgeons were then 
certified to perform the TME-technique. In addition to this, pathologists were provided 
with guidelines on standardised handling and reporting of the removed specimen. A 
specific rectal cancer registry was also established within the nationwide, obligatory 
Cancer Registry of Norway (CRN), to monitor the progression and outcome. Later, 
rectal resections were also moved from the curriculum for surgeons in specialisation for 
«general surgery» to surgeons sub-specialising in «gastrointestinal surgery». This 
combined initiative resulted in a 50% lower local recurrence rate from 12% to 6% when 
comparing TME-surgery and conventional surgery in the study period from late 1993 to 
mid 1997. The four-year survival rate in the TME-group was 73% compared to 60% in 
the conventional group (166). These results came about without any organisational 
changes in annual hospital volume or altered guidelines for adjuvant radio- or 
chemotherapy. Although many factors could play a role, the structured educational 
programme, standardisation of the procedure and improvement in the surgical technique 
was the main «intervention» in this period.  
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Although we could not demonstrate a consistent surgeon volume effect on outcomes in 
our study, the majority of the specialised surgeons working in our hospital had 
participated in the described educational programme. In our study, 85% of the 
operations were performed by two or more certified gastrointestinal surgeons with 
specific training in the standardised TME-technique, and this might be one of the main 
factors contributing to favourable results.  
 
The national rectal cancer registry (NRCR) provides a biannual report for each 
contributing hospital, were the results/outcomes from that specific hospital are 
commented and compared to the national average. The average results are also grouped 
by annual hospital volume. However, each hospital only receives their own results, and 
comparisons cannot be made to other hospitals. This has just changed, and the August 
2013 report from the NRCR is the first to contain a list of outcome results from all 
Norwegian hospitals providing surgical treatment for rectal cancer2.  
 
Although hospital volume is available, at present it is not possible to extract information 
from the NRCR database to assess annual caseload or outcome for individual surgeons. 
Initially the surgeon´s name and level of specialisation, at the time of the procedure, 
was entered into the database, but due to poor quality of the reported data, this 
information was omitted2. Some regarded these data as sensitive given the small 
surgical community in Norway, and rumours were floating around that surgeons 
deliberately neglected to provide this information out of fear that the information would 
become public. Recently, the medical director of the National Health Services (NHS) in 
                                                
2 Personal communication: Morten Tandberg Eriksen, Norwegian Rectal Cancer Group 
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England announced that a league table showing the results of each NHS-employed 
surgeon will be made public within two years (167). The NHS plans to publish these 
individual results to «expose variations and unacceptable practice». This initiative came 
about as an attempt to improve standards by increasing the transparency and thus forces 
the surgeons to deal with performance and outcome issues actively and openly. Making 
this information public raise several questions on how they will be applied, and if 
patients and the public will be able to decipher and interpret the contents, limitations 
and complexity of these kinds of data? It is well known that only a non-operating 
surgeon creates no surgical complications, and publishing individual results could lead 
surgeons to defer from taking on high-risk or complex procedures in fear of negatively 
influencing their rating statistics. Further, it is not clear yet in which form or forum 
these NHS league tables are to be published, but mere annual caseload or risk-adjusted 
mortality rates will in it self only serve as a surrogate measure of the quality of care 
provided.  
 
Although volume and mortality are easily calculated, measuring the quality of the 
delivered care, or surgical procedure, is still an elusive task, demanding a range of 
specific measurements tools. However, validated tools for assessment of competency, 
even at a specialist level, in laparoscopic colorectal surgery (168) is gradually becoming 
available and should be further developed and adopted by other specialities. Future 
assessment and certification of surgeons in training, as well as specialists, must be 
based on actual and measurable skills and knowledge, not solely on procedural volume.  
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5.2.2 Validation of D-Box  
Tools for training and assessment of surgical skills, to be used for high-stakes decisions, 
like certification or granting operative privileges, needs to be systematic and thoroughly 
tested for validation and reliability. The process for validating simulators or curricula 
for acquisition of surgical skills is advanced, thus no single study will answer all 
questions of validity (115). A great number of papers describing different levels of 
validity and reliability of surgical teaching tools have been published in the last few 
decades, each providing a small piece of the puzzle. Still, the ultimate simulator or 
curriculum remains unknown.  
 
In our studies we assessed motion economy (total path-length and number of hand 
movements) and time to complete specific tasks as objective indicators of surgical 
skills. In the available literature, a myriad of different variables (or metrics) have been 
developed, and different setup and methodology have been applied in similar studies 
(109,169). A great number of these validation studies lack specific details on the setup, 
leaving unanswered questions to what exactly has been validated. A recent study by 
Våpenstad et al. compared a previously validated proficiency-based training programme 
consisting of two tasks, using LapSim®. The setup included using haptic feedback 
handles (170). Previously, construct validity had been established for the identical 
simulator and identical tasks, using regular, non-haptic handles. The haptic-setup failed 
to confirm construct validity for 18 of 19 metric variables, indicating that changing 
details in the setup can lead to totally different results. Further studies may also show 
that certain metrics are only valid for certain setups, and that not all MAPs are suitable 
for all setups or tasks. This creates a need for a great number of validation studies to 
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reveal the validity of each MAP. Based on the available literature, motion efficacy 
metrics and time measurements demonstrate best validity and reliability when assessing 
laparoscopic technical skills (99,109,169). 
 
5.2.3 Transferability of skills 
A Cochrane review from 2009 summarises the available publications and concludes that 
there is accumulating evidence supporting VR and box-trainer simulation training as a 
valuable supplement to traditional laparoscopic training, and that VR-training is at least 
as effective as box-trainers (171). A 2013 update (172) has addressed the effect of 
simulation training on patient outcome (benefits and harm) by selecting only trials 
including subjects with limited laparoscopic experience prior to simulator training. The 
authors conclude that VR-training appears to reduce operating time and improve 
operative performance in inexperienced laparoscopic surgeons, however the impact of 
these effects on costs and patient-related outcome is still unknown. Both studies 
concludes that further research, of better methodological quality, is necessitated and the 
impact on clinical outcome needs to be addressed (171,172). In addition, both reviews 
express difficulties comparing results from different studies given the great variation in 
measurement methods and reported outcome variables (MAPs). There is still no 
consensus on what simulator (or simulator type) provides the most efficient and long-
term acquisition and retention of laparoscopic skills. Evidence is accumulating that VR-
simulators and box-trainers complement each other, however single-modality or 
multimodality curricula for training basic laparoscopic skills demonstrate similar 
outcome (66,173).  
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Prior to commencing our study (Paper II), only a few researcher groups had assessed the 
transferability of skills between the two basic types of simulators (VR vs. box-trainers) 
in an attempt to determine their correlation and internal level of efficacy for training 
basic skills to novice surgeons (174,175). Our study supports previous findings that 
both types of simulators provide significant improvement in performance across the 
training period. However, when comparing the post-training crossover assessments, the 
MIST-VR®-trained group performs significantly better than the D-Box trained group, 
implying that the skills learned with the D-Box does not match the skills learned with 
MIST-VR®. The MIST-VR® trained group performed on the same level as the D-Box-
trained group when tested on the D-Box. The inherent differences in the two simulator 
types create several possible explanations for this, including the use of non-identical 
tasks and difference in haptic feedback. Unfortunately, our study was not proficiency 
based, and additional training volume on the D-Box could therefore influence the 
results. Another recent crossover study published by Loukas et al. compared identical 
basic skills tasks on a VR-simulator and a box-trainer demonstrated transferability of 
skills both ways (173). The study setup was slightly different, given that the novice 
participants (n=44) were divided into two groups training on either a VR-simulator, or a 
box-trainer, receiving pre-training and post-training assessment only on the other 
simulator. Although both simulators lead to improvement in performance metrics, 
similar to our results, training on one modality did not necessary lead to an equivalent 
performance level on the other modality (173,176).  
 
Transferability of skills between different training modalities depends on many factors, 
difference in haptic feedback has been proposed as one (169,170,177-179). Some 
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reports conclude that simulators equipped with realistic haptic feedback (VR or 
physical) should be used for tasks requiring the application of force, like suturing and 
knot tying. Other tasks, requiring mostly positioning of the objects and instruments, can 
be trained on simulator systems without such haptic feedback (178).  
 
The ultimate goal and method of testing for transferability of skills (and thus denoting 
training efficacy), is to compare performance, after training, performing real cases. The 
transfer of skills from VR (or box-trainers) to the OR has been demonstrated for several 
modalities (51,60,62), and the choice of which modality to be used for laparoscopic 
simulation training can be regarded of less relevance, as long as the chosen device is 
efficient in shortening the learning curve on real cases (180).  
 
5.2.4 D-Box curriculum and benchmark criterions 
Our studies have led to the creation of a graded curriculum aimed at training novice 
surgeons basic laparoscopic skills, using the D-Box. Our proposed curriculum addresses 
only the technical aspects of basic laparoscopic skills, and is thus just one of the 
components in a full laparoscopic curriculum. It is important to remember that surgical 
competency is a multifactorial variable and future curricula must also seek to include 
skills and knowledge from the fields of theoretical knowledge, communications skills, 
team leadership and surgical decision-making. Procedural training should naturally 
follow basic skills training, and several VR-simulators and box-trainers now offer 
procedural training (46).  
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Prior to synthesising our curriculum, a set of benchmark criteria was established by use 
of experienced laparoscopic surgeons. These criterions facilitates proficiency-based 
training, which takes into account that trainees follow an individual learning curve, due 
to their inherent abilities and previous experiences (90,146). The use of proficiency-
based training ensures that technically skilled trainees finish their training when they are 
proficient, without prolonging the training unnecessary. Subsequently, resulting in 
prolonged training for those not able to meet the criteria within a certain number of 
sessions. This ensures the most efficient training programme for all trainees, and is thus 
recommended (176).  
 
When creating training curricula it is important to adhere to scientific principles, and 
our curriculum was based on methodology previously used in VR-simulator curricula 
design (147-149), following the three stages of motor learning, proposed by Fitts and 
Posner (84). The proficiency criterions include, in addition to time necessary to 
complete the task, also two motion efficacy metrics. Applying these metrics required an 
electromagnetic tracking device and thus increases the investment costs and reduces 
feasibility. Time measurements can be used singularly for continuous self-assessment 
during training, but for high-stakes assessment (certification), additional metrics or 
direct observation should be included to include information on errors or for eliminating 
deliberate shortcuts by the trainee (152).  
 
Simulators serve as an adjunct to traditional training and should be regarded as an 
integrated part of a training programme for surgical residents. However, personal 
observations from several hospitals in Norway show that simulators, both VR-
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simulators and box-trainers, are left unused if there is no systematic approach or 
administrative initiative encouraging simulation training. Only a few teaching hospitals 
have acquired VR-simulators, and there are no national guidelines or requirements for 
laparoscopic training with simulators of any kind. However, several teaching hospitals 
in Norway have already purchased a D-Box and there was a demand for establishing a 
curriculum for a systematic approach to laparoscopic training for surgical residents.  
 
Motivation is important, both internal and external, to accomplish a successful training 
programme (71). Assessment of skills can act as a motivational factor, increasing the 
internal motivation for surgical training. If an assessment is aimed at changing 
behaviour (learning), it must be followed by an appropriate and objective feedback to 
the trainee. Studies show that feedback is essential and can lead to shortening of the 
learning curve and proficiency will thus be achieved faster and more efficiently 
(100,181).  
 
The surgical community in Norway is reasonably small and transparent, compared to 
countries like USA and UK. All certification of surgeons are regulated and ratified by 
the government, and a national approach to certification of technical skills is feasible. 
Courses could be organised in regional centres, providing VR-simulators and box-
trainer experiences, and then each surgical department should offer further and repeated 
training locally, using a nationally approved curricula. It is important to emphasise the 
need for providing allocated time, space, support staff and sufficient funds. A national 
approach could lead to an improved surgical training process, documentation of actual 
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skills, and consequently contribute to increased patient safety by reducing potential 
errors and patient suffering (182).  
 
Simulation, in its present form, does not exclude the necessity for supervised training on 
patients, but represents a valuable adjunct. Simulation technology can however provide 
the tools to produce «pre-trained novices» that are already proficient in basic 
laparoscopic skills, before ever entering the OR. 
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6.0   Future perspectives  
After these studies were finished, the continued development of the D-Box has resulted 
in a new design3, using a strong but lightweight, plastic material. The web camera has 
been replaced by a video camera, resulting in an improved screen resolution, and also 
omitting the need for a laptop or standalone computer. This reduces overall purchase 
cost and increases mobility. All task boxes are redesigned to match the new D-Box, and 
a few new task boxes have been introduced. Therefore, the results and criterion 
benchmarks established in the present studies does not necessarily apply to the newly 
designed D-Box. The new version thus demands a new and full validation process, 
including establishing new benchmark criterions based on expert performance on the 
latest version of D-Box. Our proposed curriculum must then also be 
reconfirmed/revalidated.  
 
Further validation of the D-Box should include demonstrating whether the skills learned 
on the simulator transfers to a clinical setting, to the OR, and what impact this will have 
on clinical outcome.  
 
In addition to the technical skills of laparoscopy, non-technical skills (theoretical 
knowledge, communication skills, decision making and leadership) also need to be 
addressed and included in a total curriculum for surgeons in training. Simulation 
methods are already available for all competencies. 
 
                                                
3 http://www.d-box.no/ 
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The technical advancements in the field of surgical simulation is fast and exciting and 
the imminent implementations include 3D-imaging, increasingly realistic haptic 
feedback and the incorporation of patient-specific clinical imagery (183). Future 
cooperation between clinicians, software and hardware developers will lead to training 
opportunities and simulation technologies beyond our present imagination.  
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